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After the opening song 'Mere Kadam Barse' becomes huge, the film slows up in pace. But this isn't a
problem for the rest of the 90-odd minutes. The prelude is the funniest part of the film and the
interplay between the actors complements this brilliantly. The first half is a winner, and the second
half is too! The conclusion is too full of surprises and the twist after the twist is too cleverly edited to
provide any scope for mistakes. Watch it with your partner, have a good laugh and go home proud.
As an anthem, it is very funny. The jokes in the film work well and that too brilliantly. The style of the
humour is easy and for a newcomer like Arshad, it's very easy to follow. The casting is good, Arshad
fits in beautifully. With GudduPai [Akshaye Khanna], a retired army man [Arshad Warsi] and a
bearded immigrant [Ajay Devgan], HULCHUL is not your usual family entertainer. It's a yuk-filled
comedy that has comedy mass appeal. Even though the film has some serious moments which make
the audience come out of their seats, HULCHUL has enough entertainment value to ensure that the
audience will come back for more. HULCHUL is a definite new entry in the film industry, a film that
won't look out of place on the prestigious festival circuit. I mean, you don't just make a film like this
every day. And you don't get to watch this every day too! I am finding it hard to believe that
HULCHUL is such a passionate film with such a number of laughs. For all practical purposes, HULCHUL
is an impressive entertainer with a fascinating story and a very delicate setting, and that's why it is
destined to be one of the most talked-about films in the coming weeks. It's absolute winner on every
level, and it doesn't disappoint me at all.
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